
Companies that rely on traditional on-site audits and periodic policy 
reviews to manage risk are leaving the door wide open to stiff fines for 
non-compliance, as well as losses from increasingly sophisticated and 
fraud. These evolving risks demand a new approach. A combination 
of remote monitoring, more effective operating models, and analytics 
can help drive compliance, visibility, and productivity—at less cost 
than current risk management methodologies.

Businesses face serious conundrums when it comes to growth and risk. They can 
address wider market opportunities - but that means mastering more regulatory 
regimes. And they can adopt more sophisticated technologies, but then run 
into ever-more-clever fraudsters. Sticking to the conventional combination of 
on-site reviews, periodic audits, and local policies can put a company at serious 
competitive disadvantage.

Cutting fraud and 
other risks using real-
time visibility
Traditional approaches no longer work 
in an increasingly complex world

POINT OF VIEW
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There is an easier way. With a clear, end-to-end view 
of each material process across the enterprise, you can 
understand current risk levels. Executives get a view of 
where risk lies and the ways in which decisions made 
for one function or location will impact the business 
as a whole. Firms that incorporate remote monitoring 
and related analytics in their operating models for risk 
assessment and management achieve much better 
compliance and coverage at much lower cost.

The quality of internal and external data is crucial for 
sound risk assessment and subsequent decision-making. It 
takes the right technologies to gather timely, accurate data, 
the appropriate operating model to manage that data, and 
detailed analytics to properly assess and use it.

Remote monitoring and analytics offer powerful 
countermeasures to threats. Enterprises today can track 
every part of their operations in real time to spot fraud, 
non-compliance, bottlenecks, and information gaps. 
They can then correct these deficiencies quickly and 
appropriately. Well-targeted technologies combined with 
an effective operating model form the backbone of an 
analytics program that drives greater compliance, visibility, 
and productivity.

Better risk management begins 
with better strategies
New technologies can help companies monitor and 
continuously assess more than they ever imagined. 
Excellent strategies for improving risk management include 
the following:

 ● Using collaborative technologies such as online 
meetings, dashboards, and risk modeling

 ● Adopting tools for mining, analyzing, and presenting 
data to create actionable business intelligence. Firms can 
deploy these tools for the same—or less—cost than most 
current risk management programs

 ● Partnering with a risk management specialist to take 
advantage of the partner’s broader experience with 
global risk models in various environments, geographies, 
and industries. Partners can also help companies deploy 

the right technologies along with comprehensive, 
standardized policies, deeper analytics capabilities, and 
experienced staff.

These strategies can reduce resource requirements 
while also providing the business with mechanisms for 
continuously assessing risk—and the effectiveness of its 
own efforts to mitigate it.

Continuous compliance comes 
from effective operating models
Great new tools alone are not enough. If you’re to comply 
with the vast web of regulations, do it consistently - across 
your entire organization, and ongoing. It’ll help too if you 
industrialize your operations, standardize your processes 
and unify your delivery structure. We’ll look next at how 
they build into a more effective target operating model to 
deliver ongoing compliance.

Analytics application in remote audits
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A new model must address four lines of defense that 
each have distinct roles in the overall effort and must be 
considered when building a comprehensive program:

1. Process owners

2. Controllers
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3. Internal audit teams

4. External audits

The components of the most effective risk management 
models work together to address the needs of each of these 
lines of defense.

Industrialized processes: These processes cut across 
business lines and operational silos. With the ability to 
see how each process impacts others, it’s also possible to 
see which processes, data, and technologies create and 
mitigate risk. This model provides insights so you can see 
which policies are working, where to make improvements, 
what compliance metrics to track, and which technologies 
will offer the best support.

Standardization: For the best results, set up your tools 
to support standardized workflows and rules-based 
governance and control structures. Make sure they enforce 
global standards and drive ongoing compliance with 
internal policies, and external regulatory requirements.

Real-time risk assessment and reporting: Remote 
monitoring provides continuous access to real-time data 
across the enterprise. You can set it up to provide:

 ● Automated or specialized reporting for assessing the 
effectiveness of risk management efforts at all locations

 ● Detailed analytics that can spot performance gaps and 
behavioral trends, flag fraud and missed deadlines, and 
identify the right intervention points for effective action

 ● More frequent audits, overcoming the problem of 
quarterly or yearly audits, which do not take place 
frequently enough to catch and prevent the growth of 
previously unseen risks

 ● Ongoing relevance and enforcement of the new policies 
so they maintain their effectiveness and don’t leave you 
battling the same problems alongside new ones that arise 
as the business grows

One major US conglomerate with revenues of more than 
$150 billion achieved markedly increased assurance 
coverage by building state-of-the-art audit analytics. The 
program supports the company’s distinct business lines 
and some of its regulatory compliance needs.

Analytics drives visibility, 
productivity, and compliance
With the proper technologies and operating structures in 
place, the enterprise is now prepared to reap the benefits of 
continuous remote monitoring.

Visibility: The company gets continuous control 
and transaction monitoring from platform-agnostic 
analytics tools that pull data from the company’s many 
legacy systems worldwide. CXOs now have visibility 
into global operations in near real time.

Productivity: The scripts that drive analysis operate 
24/7 across the entire universe of data available to the 
enterprise, increasing coverage and reducing control gaps.

Compliance: Regulators focus on evidence of fraud, 
corruption, and non-compliance. Good, rule-based analytics 
scripts not only spot deficiencies faster but also reduce false 
positives that call for human intervention because the rules 
for acceptable deviations have been well established.

A new approach to evolving risks
Quarterly risk assessments and on-site audits can no 
longer keep increasing regulations and fast-evolving 
fraudsters at bay. New technologies that remotely 
monitor and mitigate risk offer continuous coverage of a 
broader scope and at a lower cost than ever before.

CFOs should re-evaluate their current risk management 
mechanisms and consider engaging an experienced 
partner when performing initial risk assessments, 
choosing tools, and building new target operating models. 
An unbiased view of current operations and policies is 
crucial to building an effective model. Such a view not 
only enables the business to keep up with changing risks, 
but also prevents it sliding into non-compliance and a 
false sense of security.

Assessing risk is only the first step toward protecting 
the business. Remote monitoring lets companies 
continuously find—and mitigate—risk before it impacts 
the bottom line.
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